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ABSTRACT

The present development of high data rate wireless applications has lead to extra bandwidth demand. However, finding a new spectrum bandwidth to accommodate these applications and services is a challenging task due to lack of spectrum resources. In fact, recent studies have shown that the spectrum are utilized inefficiently especially for conventional spectrum allocation. Therefore, in order to enhance spectrum efficiency, Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has proposed dynamic spectrum access (DSA) mechanism, where unlicensed users can opportunistically borrow unused spectrum from licensed owners. The radio that enables this concept is called Cognitive Radio (CR). Nevertheless, it is difficult for single transmission to get a large contiguous frequency spectrum block in DSA and this have significant impact on broadband and multi-carrier transmission systems such as Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and Multi-carrier Code Division Multiple Access (MC-CDMA). This thesis investigates on non-contiguous OFDM (NC-OFDM) and non-contiguous MC-CDMA (NC-MC-CDMA) system. The implementation of NC-OFDM and NC-MC-CDMA systems provide high data rate via large number of non-contiguous sub-carriers without interfering to the existing transmissions by turning off the sub-carriers corresponding to these spectrum bands. This thesis evaluates Bit Error Rate (BER) performance of NC-OFDM and NC-MC-CDMA on mobile scenario where each propagation path will experience an apparent shift in frequency due to the relative motion between the transmitter and receiver while the number null sub-carriers is constant for all.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Due to the advancement of new wireless applications, as well as development of existing wireless services, demand for extra bandwidth has been on rise [1,10]. As a result, the possibility of spectrum scarcity becomes more of a reality. In other words, emerging technologies and with the ever increasing number of wireless devices, the radio spectrum scarcity is increased every day [19].

There is a spectrum allocation called Command-and-Control came to prevent unlicensed access to access the spectrum, it is defined by government regulatory agencies. Measurements studies indicated that big part of the spectrum is in a rare use while some parts are in a heavy use most of the time and frequency [2,3].

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is working on the unlicensed users to borrow spectrum from incumbent license users, this can be done by concept knows as Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA). Wireless communication should be agile to perform dynamic spectrum access such that spectrum efficiency can be improved while no interference occurred with neighbored user
transmissions. To exploit frequency and time gaps which are not occupied by license holders, such a communication technique called Cognitive Radio. It can be defined as a smart wireless system that is aware of its surrounding environment through sensing and measurements [4, 5].

The common digital communication techniques of multi-carrier transmission such as Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and Code Division Multiplexing Access (MC-CDMA) are the most widely used technologies in current wireless communications systems. These techniques have the potential of fulfilling the requirements of cognitive radios inherently or with minor changes [15]. They provided an interest over other transmission technologies such as good spectrum efficiency, fading channel robustness, prevention of impulse interference, dealing with fading paths and frequency selective fading without channel equalization [20]. In addition, they have ability to turn off the sub-carriers which probably are close to the spectrum occupied by the incumbent users as to not allow any interference to current transmissions, enhance the spectrum efficiency by enabling second usage of the unused parts of the spectrum and addressing the issues of spectrum scarcity as well [19].

1.2 Statement of Problem

The problem behind this work is spectrum bandwidth shortage to send high data rate communication. It is very difficult to gain access to a large continuous block of frequency spectrum that is the limitation for high data rate transmission in mobile radio environment.

1.3 Objectives of the Study

The objectives of this study are:
1. To improve the spectrum efficiency in wireless communication.

2. To develop non-contiguous OFDM system and non-contiguous MC-CDMA system for supporting high data rate communication.

3. To evaluate the performance of NC-OFDM and NC-MC-CDMA in mobile radio environment.

1.4 Scope of the Study

The scope of the study in this project are:

- Conceptual Study
  Understand the concept of cognitive radio, OFDM and MC-CDMA. DSA model is shared using Overlay Spectrum sharing Approach with non-contiguous.

- Development and Analysis
  Develop OFDM and MC-CDMA based cognitive radio on dynamic spectrum access. Performance analysis of this project will consider performance evaluation such as Signal-Noise Ratio (SNR) and (BER) with doppler shift.

- Simulation
  The simulation tool used is Matlab.

1.5 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, a brief introduction to cognitive radio concept and basic principles of OFDM and MC-CDMA are presented. This chapter also overview of DSA techniques such as underlay and overlay approach to improve spectrum utilization efficiency and scarcity issue. Moreover, basic introduction to the non-contiguous transmission and channel models are also included.

In Chapter 3, methodology of OFDM and MC-CDMA implementation based on cognitive radio are discussed.

In Chapter 4, BER performance of NC-OFDM and NC-MC-CDMA is evaluated and viability of NC-OFDM and NC-MC-CDMA techniques for DSA with doppler shift.

In Chapter 5, the project final conclusions are outlined and future work directions are presented.
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